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The Guardians

food, and cities are becoming increasingly violent as people loot and kill in order to maintain their existence. Sixteen-year-old Miles Newell knows that the only chance his

Memory Boy

Watch a Video

Xander. But Cassia can't stop thinking about Ky, and as they slowly fall in love, Cassia begins to doubt the Society's infallibility and is faced with an impossible choice:

instant before the screen fades to black. The Society tells her it's a glitch, a rare malfunction, and that she should focus on the happy life she's destined to lead with

Matched

major changes that have been made in information technology over the past two years, and includes new opening, closing, and Interactive Session cases.

Management Information Systems

Apollinarie to Susan Sontag. An important reference for collectors and connoisseurs. Includes notable works by Marc Chagall, Henri Matisse, and Pablo Picasso.

A Century of Artists Books

deadly disease, and a must read for anyone who knows someone suffering from an eating disorder.

Elena's Perspective over a Five-Year Period and Cowritten with Her Mother, Award-Winning Author Clare B. Dunkle, Elena's Memoir Is a Fascinating and Intimate Look at a

Of a Girl Whose Armor Against Anxiety Becomes Artillery Against Herself as She Battles on Both Sides of a Lose-Win War in a Struggle with Anorexia. Told Entirely from

Elena Dunkle 2015-06-19 Seventeen-year-old Cassia is watching Every Day Means Rewind Determination, so Every Day Means Fewer Calories. This Is the Story
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The War Below

for five different projects. In Rick and Tesla's Fight Voltage Danger Lab, we meet the characters and learn how to make everything from rocket launchers to soda-powered

vehicles. Learning about science has never been so dangerous—or so much fun!

The War Below

Mars Forges Sensuality. 2018-04-24 Two companions novel to Skyfall's Mining Bombs for Hitler follows a boy who joins the underground Ukrainian resistance to

fight against Hitler. The Mars took Luna from her home in Ukraine and forced her into a labor camp. Now Luna has sprung herself out—just enough time to

... even though he left behind his closest friends, Lina, Sorcha, he vows, he'll find her again. But first he must survive the race through the woods and mountains, Luna decides
camouflaged by the Nazis and Soviet agents. Though he finds some allies, he never learns who they are. As Luna makes difficult choices in order to survive, desperate alliances
and guerilla raids pull her into the line of fire. Can he persuade long enough to find Luna again? Luna will find him where his future must be waiting for him.
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Bombs for Hitler, delivers another action-packed story, inspired by true events, of changing quotes and the crucial decisions women make in the face of war.
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